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Education for digital citizenship:
Algorithms, automation and communication
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Scope

The influence of algorithms in the public sphere continues to grow due to their ability to create artificial opinion, to turn minority options into hegemonic ones, and to structure their dissemination. The opacity as the key to its success reveals the importance of information and, above all, of citizenship training. Citizens have new resources available to participate in the construction of public space, but, simultaneously, they stumble upon increasingly sophisticated strategies that impose their messages and, especially, their frames. Bots, fake news, new political agents, the influence of digital platforms, data mining or Artificial Intelligence reshape the public sphere; hybrid intelligence allows citizens to become aware and prepare for the intensive intervention of these actors.

This Special Issue aims to provide an innovative perspective on the study of automation, algorithms and public opinion, understanding the influence of platforms on current life. Contributions are welcome from insights related to artificial intelligence, big data and language processing from communication, education or both.
Descriptors

- Media literacy
- Disinformation (misinformation / fake news)
- Citizenship education
- Innovation
- New literacies
- Hybrid intelligence
- Critical thinking
- Social media (social networking sites)
- Robotics
- Cyber security
- Algorithms

Questions

- What is the role of digital platforms in communication, educational and social systems?
- What is the influence of digital platforms on formal university and non-university education? And in informal training?
- What influence does computational propaganda have on the life of the citizen? Can the influence of big data on cognitive biases be confirmed?
- What experiences exist from the point of view of education to train citizens for this context?
- What effects can be observed from the automation of communication? What about formal university and non-university education? And what about informal education?
- What applications can algorithms and bots have in teaching? How can citizens be educated to avoid the consequences of bubble filters and eco chambers?
- What digital pedagogical strategies can be used to promote a critical participation of children and adolescents in this context? What are the training needs of teachers regarding automation? What international hybrid intelligence and algorithm teacher training experiences are being implemented?
- What international experiences stand out in Deep Learning?
- What state and supra-state public education policies are being promoted?
- What risks does education face in the coming years?
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